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1
p /p/
b /b/
t /t/
d /d/

pen, paint, map, top, happy
book, ball, tub, robot, rainbow
ten, table, sit, goat, fourteen
desk, door, board, sad, noodles

2
s /s/
z /z/
m /m/
n /n/

sun, sky, grass, classroom, eraser
zebra, zero, quiz, lizard, puzzle
mountain, moon, arm, bedroom, mommy
nest, nose, lion, ocean, rainbow

3
f /f/
v /v/
g /g/
l /l/

family, farm, leaf, father, muffin
van, visit, love, have, river
girl, goat, egg, big, kangaroo
lion, lemon, pencil, small, balloon

4
a /æ/
e /ɛ/
i /ɪ/
o /ɑ/

apple, cap, pan, bag, lamp
egg, ten, bed, desk, shelf
in, big, sit, fish, kitchen
on, top, hot, mom, closet

5
u /ʌ/
u /ʊ/
y /j/
y /i/

up, run, bus, duck, lunch
pull, push, full, put, sugar
yawn, yard, yell, yogurt, yellow
fifty, sleepy, happy, sunny, baby

6
c /k/
c /s/
k /k/
x /ks/

cat, car, cup, cake, color
cent, city, face, juice, pencil
king, kite, book, walk, cookie
fox, box, six, mix, taxi

7
r /r/
h /h/
g /dʒ/
j /dʒ/

run, rock, room, robot, rabbit
head, hand, hair, hat, hippo
gym, giraffe, huge, page, orange
jet, jump, juice, jeans, jacket

8
th /ð/
th /θ/
ch /tʃ/
sh /ʃ/

this, that, mother, father, feather
three, thirsty, mouth, teeth, panther
cheese, chicken, lunch, sandwich, teacher
shoes, shirt, fish, bush, milkshake

9
w /w/
wh /w/
ng /ŋ/
mb /m/

worm, watch, walrus, water, woman
whale, white, wheel, whisper, whiskers
wing, sing, hang, flying, running
climb, lamb, thumb, comb, tomb

The Alphabet
Pre-writing 
Letter tracing and writing

Number tracing and writing
Word tracing and writing 
Connect the dots

1

a, e /ə/
i, o, u /ə/
er, or /ər/
air, are, ear /eər/

pasta, balloon, chicken, camel
pencil, protect, minus
sister, water, doctor, color
chair, hare, pear

2

ar /ɑːr/
or /ɔːr/
ear, eer /ɪər/
ir, ear, er /ɜːr/

arm, park, large, car, market
store, horn, fork, corner, morning
ear, tear, deer, cheer
shirt, Earth, nervous

3

ur, or /ɜːr/
our, oor /ɔːr/
ire /aɪər/
our, ower /ɑʊər/

nurse, turtle, world, work
four, pour, door, floor
tire, fire, wire, vampire bat, tired
sour, flour, shower, flower

4

s, es /s/, /z/, /ɪz/
ful /fəl/  
ous /əs/
qu /kw/  
squ /skw/
f, ph, gh /f/

/s/: eats; /z/: reads; /ɪz/: watches
/fəl/: beautiful, awful 
/əs/: delicious, nutritious
/kw/: queen, question 
/skw/: square, squirrel
fork, dolphin, laugh

5

nd /nd/, nk /ŋk/,  
nt /nt/

g /g/, /dʒ/
silent letters d and h
nch /ntʃ/, rch /rtʃ/

/nd/: wetland; /ŋk/: trunk;  
/nt/: plant

/g/: goat, kangaroo; /dʒ/: giraffe, large
bridge, edge, rhino, white
/ntʃ/: branch, lunch; /rtʃ/: march, search

6

ble /bəl/, dle /dəl/, 
ple /pəl/ 

cle /kəl/, gle /gəl/, 
tle /təl/

s /s/, /z/, /ʃ/
c /k/, /s/

/bəl/: table; /dəl/: noodle;  
/pəl/: apple

/kəl/: circle; /gəl/: jungle;  
/təl/: bottle

/s/: soda; /z/: cheese; /ʃ/: sugar
/k/: cake, doctor; /s/: cereal, rice

7

spr /spr/, spl /spl/
str /str/, scr /skr/
shr /ʃr/, thr /θr/
silent letters k and t

/spr/: spring, spread; /spl/: splash, splint
/str/: street, string; /skr/: screw, screen
/ʃr/: shrimp, shred; /θr/: throw, three
knee, knock, listen, kitchen 

8

tion /ʃən/  
sion /ʒən/
ed /d/, /t/
ed /ɪd/
th /ð/, /θ/; d /d/

/ʃən/: invitation, decorations  
/ʒən/: television, division
/d/: played, listened; /t/: danced, walked 
visited, waited, painted, folded, added
/ð/: mother; /θ/: birthday; /d/: spider

9

silent letters gh and w
sure /ʒər/
ture /tʃər/
rhyming words
homophones

eight, doughnut, write, two
/ʒər/: treasure, measure 
/tʃər/: nature, picture
goat/coat, train/plane, money/honey
one/won, road/rode, pair/pear

1

bl /bl/
pl /pl/
cl /kl/
gl /gl/

blue, black, blocks, blouse, blanket
plane, plant, play, plus, plum
class, clock, cloud, clean, closet
glue, glove, glass, globe, glow

2

pr /pr/
br /br/
dr /dr/
cr /kr/

prince, prize, proud, pretty, surprised
brown, brush, bread, brother, umbrella
dress, drum, draw, dragon, children
crown, cry, crab, crayon, crumbs

3

a_e /eɪ/
i_e /aɪ/
o_e /oʊ/
u_e /uː/, /juː/

baseball, game, rollerblade, cake, skateboard
bike, hide, rice, kite, dive
home, rope, phone, stove, notebook
/uː/: flute, tube; /juː/: cube, mule

4

ou, ow /aʊ/
oi, oy /ɔɪ/
o, oa, ow /oʊ/
ue, ui /uː/

mouth, house, brown, cow
coin, point, toys, boy
cold, road, window
blue, glue, fruit, juice

5

oo /ʊ/
oo /uː/
ea, ee /iː/
ai, ay /eɪ/

book, goodbye, foot, wood, cookie
food, school, boots, pool, bedroom
eat, teacher, teeth, sleep
rain, tail, play, today

6

al, aw, au /ɔː/
y /aɪ/, /i/
ie, igh /aɪ/
ea /ɛ/

walk, yawn, August
/aɪ/: cry, sky; /i/: hungry, thirsty
pie, flies, high, light
bread, head, sweater, heavy, feather

7

fl /fl/
fr /fr/
gr /gr/
tr /tr/

fly, flute, flag, flower, snowflake
frog, friends, frown, freckles, afraid
green, grass, grandma, angry, playground
trunk, tree, train, triangle, controller

8

sc, sk /sk/
sl /sl/
sp /sp/, st /st/
sw /sw/

school, scared, ski, desk
slide, slow, sloth, slippers, asleep
/sp/: spoon, space; /st/: star, east
swing, sweep, swan, sweater, swim

9

sm /sm/, sn /sn/
ch /tʃ/, /k/, /ʃ/
s /s/, /z/
es /ɪz/

/sm/: small, smile; /sn/: snacks, snow
/tʃ/: cheese; /k/: mechanic; /ʃ/: chef
/s/: nuts, grapes; /z/: beans, cookies
oranges, pages, glasses, bushes, quizzes

Scope and Sequence
Teaching with 
Our World Phonics

4   5

Our World Phonics Second Edition is a phonics 
course from National Geographic Learning. Designed 
for young learners, Our World Phonics has been 
developed for use alongside Our World, Explore Our 
World, or any other primary English series. Research 
shows that learning phonics improves both literacy 
and pronunciation, as young learners explore the 
connection between spoken sounds (phonemes) and 
written letters or letter combinations (graphemes). 
Our World Phonics Second Edition provides the 
opportunity for young learners to discover these 
connections in English.

The Our World Series
Teaching with Our World

Our World and Explore Our World use National 
Geographic content as the context for developing young 
learners’ language skills, as well as their understanding 
of the world they live in. Our World Phonics aligns with 
the core principles of these programs—principles that 
reflect best practices for English language teaching and 
learning for young learners: 
•  Activities designed for young learners must provide 

multiple opportunities for understanding and 
constructing meaning at a level appropriate to 
the emotional and intellectual stages of children’s 
development.

•  Children learn effectively when they are challenged 
just one step beyond their current stages of 
cognitive and linguistic development. They most 
often need support from a knowledgeable 
person at this time to successfully understand and 
incorporate new information.

•  Goal-oriented learning contributes to young learners’ 
success. Providing explicit goals for language learning 
helps learners understand the purpose of the 
activities. Young learners then have the opportunity 
to compare their outcomes to the original goals, an 
important step in judging their own progress.

•  Learning about the world through theme-based 
teaching benefits young learners. Different topics 
provide a meaningful basis for exploration through 
a variety of language-learning tasks. Children’s 
learning is enriched through activities that expand 
their knowledge of the world and its cultures.

 •   Addressing the needs of the whole child in the 
language class includes attention to learning 
styles, learning strategies, critical thinking skills, 
21st century skills, and universal cultural values.
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help students derive meaning, key words with target 
sounds are accompanied by photographs in each 
lesson. Additional words are introduced in the practice 
to reinforce the target sounds. Students are exposed to 
even more words in audio activities for simple sound 
discrimination practice.

 Successful Activities
•   Activities are purposeful and engaging

The use of photographs in Our World Phonics Second 
Edition to illustrate each new key word helps students 
associate the sounds they are learning with the common 
objects and activities they encounter in their daily lives. 
In addition, by decoding the sounds of unfamiliar 
words, students learn to concentrate and develop 
better listening skills, ultimately leading to improved 
communication.

• Activities are supported and scaffolded
Teachers have to provide scaffolding to students 

in order to help them construct knowledge and learn 
language effectively. Our World Phonics sets students 
up for success by breaking the learning of sounds and 
spellings into small, achievable steps, each with a clear 
model. 

• Activities are enjoyable and interesting
To teach young learners effectively, lessons need to 

be enjoyable and interesting. Our World Phonics Second 
Edition provides a wide range of fun activities, including 
games, word puzzles, a chant, and a story. In addition, 
the lesson plans provided in the Teacher’s Guide offer 
a wide variety of extra activities to increase students’ 
engagement in the lessons. 

Repetition and Recycling
Using repetition and recycling is important when 

working with young learners. Repeating is a natural part 
of a child’s learning process. If children are interested in a 
story or chant, they ask to hear it again. If children enjoy 
an activity or game, they want to play it several times. 
With its systematic format, Our World Phonics Second 
Edition offers plenty of opportunities for meaningful 
repetition and recycling, both in the Student’s Book 
and in the additional Warm Up, Extend, and Wrap Up 
activities provided in the Teacher’s Guide. Recycling 
happens within a unit and also across units and levels to 
help with retention. Activity types are repeated to inspire 
confidence and guarantee success.

Using Our World Phonics
Teaching Phonics 

The study of phonics helps children establish 
connections between phonemes (sounds) and graphemes 
(letters or groups of letters), helping them build the skills 
necessary for spelling and reading. The study of phonics 

also helps students improve listening and speaking skills. 

Phonics helps young learners:
• speak more clearly • become better readers
• become better listeners • read unfamiliar words

• become better spellers

Phonics provides the foundations for spelling and 
reading by:
•  providing an understanding of the alphabetic 

principle; that is, an understanding that there is a 
predictable and systematic relationship between 
phonemes and graphemes 

•  developing phonemic awareness; that is, the ability to 
recognize and manipulate phonemes in spoken words

The ultimate goal of reading is comprehension. In the 
case of young English language learners, just teaching 
them to decode letters and sounds does not help with 
understanding. Phonics instruction must go hand in hand 
with teaching useful, high-frequency vocabulary. 

In a classroom where students are learning to read 
in their native language, phonics helps young learners 
recognize the written form of words they already know. 
These children already have a solid vocabulary base, and 
they likely already know the sounds and meanings of 
many short, decodable words commonly used in phonics 
programs. 

On the other hand, for young learners studying 
English as a foreign language for the first time or 
those who have had only limited exposure to English 
in a preschool setting, the foundational knowledge 
of vocabulary is not there. Many of the short, easily 
decodable words used in most phonics programs are 
low-frequency and unfamiliar to students. They are also 
unrelated to the themes presented in the lower levels 
of most primary series. Even though students could 
easily read and spell these words using the alphabetic 
principle and their phonemic awareness, it’s difficult for 
students to make meaningful connections to them. For 
this reason, Our World Phonics Second Edition uses both 
short, high-frequency, easily decodable words commonly 
used when teaching phonics, as well as other high-
frequency words found in many pre-primary and primary 
English programs, such as Welcome to Our World, Our 
World, and Explore Our World. To provide context and 

Program Structure
Our World ABC

Our World ABC introduces the letters of the alphabet, 
numbers 1–10, shapes, and some simple words and 
sentences. It may be used before Our World Phonics 1 
Second Edition, and is particularly useful for students who 
do not use the Roman alphabet in their first language and 
need more help learning and writing letters.

The lesson plans provided on pp. 9–13 divide the content 
of Our World ABC into five steps that progress from tracing 
lines and shapes to eventually writing simple sentences. 
Teachers aren’t expected to cover an entire step in a 
single lesson. Instead, teachers are encouraged to break 
the content down in a way that is useful for their own 
classrooms. Teachers may choose, for example, to focus 
on presenting five to six letters of the alphabet in a single 
lesson, working on the alphabet over four or five separate 
lessons, each lasting approximately twenty minutes. This 
will allow students to remain focused and master writing 
and saying individual letters. Teachers should determine 
their own students’ familiarity with the Roman alphabet 
and base the instruction of Our World ABC Second Edition 
on the abilities and needs of their class.

Our World Phonics Levels 1–3
Our World Phonics provides comprehensive phonics 

instruction across three levels:

Our World Phonics 1 introduces single-letter sounds, 
together with some consonant digraphs, such as th, sh, 
ch, and ng. Students hear and produce the sounds in the 
initial, final, or medial position of a word. Students also 
learn to differentiate between familiar sounds. 

Our World Phonics 2 introduces long vowels and 
digraphs, the trigraph igh, the silent e, diphthongs, 
and two-consonant letter blends, such as bl, pr, or sp. 
Students hear, produce, and differentiate sounds. They 
also learn to associate sounds with spelling patterns. 

Our World Phonics 3 introduces the concept of 
syllables and word stress. This level also presents the 
schwa sound, r-colored vowels (such as ar), three-letter 
blends (such as spl), and other letter combinations. 
Students hear, produce, and differentiate sounds. They 
also associate sounds with spelling patterns, as well as 
identify rhyming words and homophones. 

Our World Phonics Unit Structure
Each level of Our World Phonics Second Edition follows 

the same structure: an introductory unit, nine main 
instructional units, and three review spreads. 

Introductory units:
•   Level 1: The ABC Unit gives students the opportunity 

to practice the alphabet, focusing on tracing and 
writing, as well as learning letter sounds. 

•   Level 2: Unit 0 reviews sounds and spellings presented 
in Level 1. 

•   Level 3: Unit 0 begins by reviewing sounds and 
spellings presented in Level 2. This unit goes further 
to prepare students for Level 3 content by presenting 
the concepts of syllabification and stress, which are 
essential as students identify sounds produced in weak 
syllables.

Units 1–9: In these main instructional units, the program 
follows a repeated, page-per-lesson format designed 
to help teachers and students become familiar with 
the objectives and activity types. Each unit is divided 
into six lessons: 

•   Lessons 1–4 teach and practice a new sound and/or 
spelling. Students hear and produce each new sound 
using high-frequency key words. They then trace the 
relevant letters in each word to connect the new 
sound with its spelling. Additional words are then 
introduced receptively in the practice activities so that 
students can hear the target sounds in words they 
may not be familiar with. In this way, students have 
greater exposure to each sound. 

•   Lesson 5 consolidates the sounds and key words in 
a game and a chant. The game offers students the 
opportunity to use their knowledge of target sounds 
and key words to solve a puzzle. The chant provides 
a fun, engaging way to orally practice new sounds 
and key words. At the end of Lesson 5, students are 
directed to the Picture Dictionary in the back of their 
book for additional vocabulary review and writing 
practice. 

•   Lesson 6 uses a story to provide a memorable, 
humorous context for the new sounds and key words. 
The colorful, engaging story illustrations capture 
children’s attention. Teachers can ask meaningful 
questions about these illustrations to elicit the use of 
key words in authentic contexts. There is also a fun end-
of-unit review activity. Students can then complete the 
Unit Worksheet at the end of Lesson 6. Unit Worksheets 
are available on the Teacher’s Resource Website.

Review: A review lesson appears after every three 
units. The review lessons provide further practice 
and recycling of target sounds and key words in the 
context of a board game or Bingo.



 Level 1 Our World ABC 9

Our World ABC

3

dog

juice

pen

van

egg

kite

queen

water

fish

lamp

robot

fox

Look and listen. Say . TR: 2

dd

jj

pp

vv

ee

kk

qq

ww

ll

rr

xx

ff

3
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2

apple

goat

moon

sock

yellow

book

hat

nine

tent

zebra

cat

igloo

octopus

umbrella

The Alphabet

Aa

gg

mm

ss

yy

bb

hh

nn

tt

zz

cc

ii

oo

uu

2
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Objectives
Students will

•  hear and say letters of the alphabet in order.

• associate letters of the alphabet with words  
and pictures. 

Resources
ABC Book pp. 2–3

Audio TR: 2 (Audio CD, Website)

Materials
index cards (optional, for Extend) 

Warm Up Greet the class and 
introduce yourself, saying Hello! My 
name is (Ms. Lee). Write your last 
name on the board and point to each 
letter as you spell it. Say These are the 
letters in my last name: L, e, e, Lee. 
Then ask a student What’s your 
name? Write the student’s name on 
the board, saying These are the letters 
in (Javier’s) name: (J, a, v, i, e, r).  
Repeat with the names of several 
more students. Then hold up the Our 
World ABC book and say Let’s learn 
the English alphabet.

NOTE: If students in your class don’t 
use the Roman alphabet in their 
first language, write a form of their 
name using the sounds of the Roman 
alphabet.

The Alphabet Hold up the Our 
World ABC book open to pp. 2–3 and 
help students open their books to 
these pages. Ask What do you see? 
Have students look at the pictures 
and say any words they know. Then 
point to the letters in each box, and 
say These are the letters of the English 
alphabet. Let’s listen. Play TR: 2 and 
have students point to the letters and 
pictures as they listen. Say Now let’s 
say the alphabet. Play TR: 2 again 

and have students repeat the letters 
and words. Continue playing TR: 2 as 
necessary until students are saying the 
alphabet confidently.

Extend Continue practicing the 
alphabet with some or all of the 
following activities:

• Trace an uppercase letter in the air, 
for example, the letter F. Ask What 
letter is this? Have students trace 
the letter in the air with you as they 
name it. Then have students find 
and point to the letter f on p. 3. 
Say the letter and the word, and 
have students repeat after you.

• Say Listen. Find and say the 
letter. Say a letter at random, for 
example, m. Students point to m on 
p. 2 and say the letter aloud. For 
an additional challenge, ask What 
do you see with m? (moon) Have 
students say m, moon with you. 
Repeat with other letters. 

• Reverse the above activity. Say 
Listen. Find and say the word and 
letter. Say a word at random. For 
example, say Van. Have students 
find and point to the van on p. 3 
and then say the word and letter: 
Van, v. 

• Write letters Aa to Zz on index 
cards. Give these to students in 
the class. Say Listen. Come and 
stand in order when you hear 
your letter. Say the alphabet and 
have students come and stand in 
alphabetical order at the front of 
the class. Then have each student 
hold up his or her card and have 
the class say the letter. 

NOTE: If you have fewer than 
26 students, give some students 
two consecutive letter cards, for 
example, Aa and Bb. 

• If students use the Roman 
alphabet in their first language, 
ask What letter is at the beginning 
of your name? Call on volunteers 
to say the letter that begins their 
name.

Wrap Up Have students chant the 
alphabet rhythmically in groups of 
three letters. For example A, B, C . . . 
D, E, F . . . G, H, I . . . J, K, L . . . M, N, O 
. . . P, Q, R . . . S, T, U . . . V, W, X . . . 
Y and Z. Repeat the chant as a class 
several times, going faster each time.

Step 1: The Alphabet
NOTE: The lesson plans for Our World ABC have 
been divided into five steps: the alphabet, pre-writing, 
tracing/writing letters, tracing/writing numbers 1–10, 
and tracing/writing words and simple sentences. 
You may decide to teach each step’s content over 
more than one lesson. 

8 

Lesson Structure
With the busy teacher in mind, the lesson plans that 

have been developed for Our World Phonics Teacher’s 
Guide use minimal additional materials, and provide 
step-by-step guidance for effective phonics instruction. 
An overview of the sound(s) and key words, objectives 
for each lesson, and a list of necessary resources and 
materials are listed at the start of each plan. Each lesson 
consists of four main parts: Warm Up, Present and 
Practice, Extend, and Wrap Up. The Warm Up, Extend, 
and Wrap Up activities do not appear in the Student’s 
Book. Rather, the instruction in these components offers 
teachers unique, interactive activities that reinforce and 
build upon the Student’s Book content. 

• Warm Up
Warm Up activities help students transition from their 

native language to English. In Our World Phonics, they 
help students switch from the mindset of their general 
English lesson to focus specifically on phonics. Warm Up 
activities reinforce material from earlier lessons and 
help build students’ confidence. The Our World Phonics 
Second Edition Teacher’s Guide provides Warm Up 
activities that are carefully devised to review the known 
sounds most helpful in teaching students a new sound. 
For example, before students learn letter blends with r 
and l in Level 2, the Warm Up practices sounds for r and 
l individually. This type of review prepares students to 
transition to the new lesson by reinforcing and making 
connections to previously taught material.  

• Present and Practice
The Student’s Book activities follow a repeated 

format, with a clear path from presentation to practice. 
The Teacher’s Guide provides full guidance for using the 
Student’s Book activities to present and practice each 
target sound and its associated spelling. This includes 
suggested teacher scripting, as well as the audio script 
for each activity. An answer key is also provided in the 
annotated Student’s Book page that appears in the top 
panel of each lesson plan, as well as on the Teacher’s 
Resource Website. 

• Extend
Extend activities are supplementary, interactive 

activities that provide further practice of the target 
sounds and key words for each lesson. Extend activities 
often synthesize old and new information in a single 
activity. They also provide an opportunity for students 
to use the new sounds and vocabulary in a more active, 
creative, or personalized way. In an Extend activity, 

students may be asked to categorize words with new 
and previously taught sounds. Or, they might be asked to 
use the words from the lesson to create a tongue twister, 
rhyme, or a meaningful sentence. The Our World Phonics 
Second Edition Teacher’s Guide provides an Extend 
activity for each lesson in Units 1–9. In Lessons 5 and 6, 
Extend activities are used to provide opportunities for 
decoding the text of the chant or story. Students have a 
task-based activity linked to the text. For example, they 
may organize lines from the story in order, complete 
texts with missing letters or words, or correct wrong 
information about the chant or story.

• Wrap Up
The Our World Phonics Second Edition Teacher’s Guide 

provides appropriate and targeted Wrap Up activities 
for each lesson. These activities include simple games, 
memory and recall activities, word quizzes, and tongue 
twisters. They offer teachers a quick, informal way to 
assess mastery of the lesson’s sound and spelling. 

Pacing
Our World Phonics is designed to be used alongside 

Our World, Explore Our World, or any other primary 
English course. Our World Phonics Second Edition 
provides a short phonics lesson that can either be 
included as part of a general English class, or given its 
own weekly slot—for example, Friday Phonics Time!  

Each lesson in Our World Phonics is designed to 
provide content for approximately 20 minutes of teaching 
time. As a general rule, about 10–20 percent of that time 
should be spent on the short Warm Up. The Student’s 
Book activities will take approximately 50 percent of that 
time, leaving 30–40 percent for the Extend activity and 
the Wrap Up. 

The flexibility offered in the lesson plans allows 
teachers to adjust these estimates according to the level 
of the students in their classes. For example, if students 
take extra time to master a more challenging sound, an 
Extend or Wrap Up activity can be omitted or postponed. 
Or, if students finish the lesson earlier than expected, 
favorite activities can be repeated or extended. 

Supplementary practice materials, such as the ABC 
worksheets, Picture Dictionary, and unit worksheets, are 
available, but can be omitted at the teacher’s discretion. 

Detailed pacing guides for users of Our World and 
Explore Our World are available on the Teacher’s 
Resource Website. 




